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Abstract

Since the use of deterministic transport code WIMS can significantly reduce the computational
time compared to the Monte Carlo (MC) code Serpent and hybrid MC code MONK, one of
the major objectives of this study is to observe whether deterministic code WIMS can provide
accuracy in reactor physics calculations while comparing Serpent and MONK. Therefore,
numerical benchmark calculations for a soluble-boron-free (SBF) small modular reactor
(SMR) assembly have been performed using the WIMS, Serpent and MONK. Although
computationally different in nature, these codes can solve the neutronic transport equations
and calculate the required neutronic parameters. A comparison in neutronic parameters
between the three codes has been carried out using two types of candidate fuels: 15%235U
enriched homogeneously mixed all-UO2 fuel and 18%235U enriched micro-heterogeneous
ThO2-UO2 duplex fuel in a 2D fuel assembly model using a 13×13 arrangement. The
eigenvalue/reactivity (k∞) and 2D assembly pin power distribution at different burnup states
in the assembly depletion are compared using three candidate nuclear data files: ENDF/B-
VII, JEF2.2 and JEF3.1. A good agreement in k∞ values was observed among the codes
for both the candidate fuels. The differences in k∞ between the codes are ∼200 pcm when
cross-sections based on the same nuclear data file are used. A higher difference (up to ∼450
pcm) in the k∞ values is observed among the codes using cross-sections based on different
data files. Finally, it can be concluded from this study that the good agreement in the
results between the codes found provides enhanced confidence that modeling of SBF, SMR
propulsion core systems with micro-heterogeneous duplex fuel can be performed reliably using
deterministic neutronics code WIMS, offering the advantage of less expensive computation
than that of the MC Serpent and hybrid MC MONK codes.
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1. Introduction

Small modular reactors (SMR) have become a topic of interest in Generation IV (Gen IV)
advanced reactor technology in order to avoid the costly initial capital investment required
for typical land-based nuclear power plants (Vujić et al., 2012a). Advanced SMRs have the
capability to provide affordable nuclear power options while ensuring safe and clean energy.
According to the definition and published reports by International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), the power output of SMRs are up to 300 MWe (IAEA, 2014, Cooper, 2014, Vujić
et al., 2012b, Ramana et al., 2013, Lokhov et al., 2016). This advanced SMR technology has
the potential to offer not only simpler but also safer modular design in the nuclear power
generation application areas while being cheaper and easily manufacturable. (Hirdaris et al.,
2014a,b). The fundamental research and policy objectives on advanced SMR designs aim to
provide enhanced safety, non-proliferation and economics. Currently, advanced and innovative
designs with advanced safety features are implemented in advanced SMRs (Hirdaris et al.,
2014a). According to Clegg and Shanawany (Clegg and Shanawany, 2012), SMRs can be
divided into three groups:

• Type I SMRs are early deployment light water reactor (LWR) designs based on PWR
technology. They use light water as moderator and coolant.

• Type II SMRs are smaller in size than that of Type I and being considered for
medium-to-long-term deployment while following the design principle of fast reactors
(Hirdaris et al., 2014a,b). Typically, the Type II SMRs use liquid metals as coolants
and require higher enrichment (>20%) to achieve a long core lifetime than comparable
thermal reactors.

• Type III SMRs are advanced reactor concept with very high temperature and this
type is termed as Advanced High-Temperature Reactor (AHTR). Type III AHTR can
be cooled by either liquid salt or liquid metal. Since this is a new reactor technology
with having less experience, this Type III SMRs are expected to face difficulty and
more challenges in licensing than other two counterparts (Hirdaris et al., 2014a,b).

The US Department of Energy (DOE) has performed studies regarding the prospect of
SMRs and concluded that SMRs have the capability and excellent promise to contribute
significantly to the energy security (Zohuri and McDaniel, 2019, IAEA, 2014). Strong support
is provided by DOE to the development of LWR-based Type I SMRs, which are currently
under the processing of licensing by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. It is thus
expected that Type I SMRs can be deployed by the next 20 years (Zohuri and McDaniel,
2019, IAEA, 2014). In summary, with a proven record of power generation and safe operation,
the LWR-based PWR (Type I SMR) is the most common reactor in today’s world. It is thus
expected that LWR technology-based Type I SMR cores will be much easier to license by
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and, therefore, near-term deployment of this type of SMR
is indeed possible (Pramuditya and Takahashi, 2013).

The study of SMR core design for the specific application of civil nuclear marine propulsion
has been performed as a part of the Ph.D. research at the University of Cambridge (Alam,
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2018) and builds on the previous studies related to the civil marine SMR core design studies
conducted at Cambridge University (Fan, 2012, Zhang, 2013, Sun, 2014, Otto, 2013). This
Ph.D. project focused on designing a single-batch SMR core which has the feature of long
core lifetime (at least 15 years) while utilizing low enriched uranium (below 20% uranium
enrichment). It did not employ soluble boron for reactivity control in order to avoid the
complexity in core design. Since this study did not use soluble boron and used enrichment
higher than the civil nuclear power plant (3–5% uranium enrichment) to ensure long core
lifetime, an attempt was made to investigate an alternative fuel platform which has the
inherent characteristics of providing lower beginning-of-life (BOL) reactivity and through-life
reactivity swing (Alam et al., 2019c,d).

In order to explore an alternative fuel platform, this Ph.D. research started to investigate
the feasibility of duplex fuel since it has not been employed before in the context of SBF and
long-life SMR core (Zhao, 2001, MacDonald and Lee, 2004). Generally speaking, thorium
fuel can be designed primarily by adopting three distinct strategies: homogeneous mixtures,
heterogeneous geometries and micro-heterogeneous geometries. It has been observed that
homogeneously mixed fuel can only demostrate superior performance in terms of achieving
the desired discharge burnup, when enrichment is more than 20% (Otto, 2013, Galperin et al.,
2002). On the contrary, since the heterogeneous strategy consists of seed and blanket, it is
required to replace the seed region with fresh fuel in the middle-of-life of the core (Todosow
et al., 2005).

For the target application in the context of long-life and SBF core while utilizing low
enriched uranium (LEU), homogeneous and heterogeneous strategies are not feasible options
since our application is targeted for the single-batch operation plan (where replacement
of seed is not possible) and enrichment cannot be exceeded more than 20% due to the
proliferation concern. In this regard, our study evaluated the feasibility of thorium-based
micro-heterogeneous duplex fuel for the target application since this fuel candidate has
never been utilized for the SBF and long-life SMR core application (MacDonald and Lee,
2004). Most importantly, since this fuel is utilized in our proposed SMR lattice, it is
important to ensure that the neutronic results obtained for this fuel are sufficiently accurate
while considering the standard reactor physics codes. Therefore, lattice-level numerical
benchmarking has been performed in this study for the duplex fuel. In order to provide
enhanced confidence on the codes, the numerical benchmarking of the homogeneously mixed
UO2 fuel has also been performed.

Until now all the SMR benchmarking studies have been performed for the uranium-based
fuel and limited to the soluble-boron system. Therefore, it is a motivation to assess the 2D
lattice benchmarking of SMR for a thorium-based duplex fuel in a SBF environment. The
main objective of this benchmarking study is to assure that deterministic code can significantly
reduce the computational time for the candidate fuels in the lattice-level calculation since
deterministic code is computationally much cheaper than that of the Monte Carlo (MC) and
hybrid MC codes. In addition, since our lattice calculations are performed for the high burnup
application (0–100 GWd/tonne) (Alam et al., 2019c) using fine burnup steps (burnup step
of 2 GWd/tonne), MC and Hybrid MC codes will be extremely computationally expensive.
Therefore, if it can be assured that the deterministic code can be used with accepted accuracy
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while comparing the results with the candidate MC and hybrid MC codes, the computational
time can be significantly reduced for such high burnup applications. In order to obtain and
ensure sufficient accuracy, numerical benchmark calculations for a SBF SMR assembly have
been performed using three different types of transport codes: the deterministic transport
code WIMS (Lindley et al., 2017, Newton et al., 2008), MC code Serpent (Leppänen, 2012,
Leppänen and Isotalo, 2012) and hybrid MC code MONK (Hutton and Smith, 2001, Long
et al., 2015).

All three candidate codes: WIMS, MONK and Serpent can solve the neutronic transport
equations and can calculate the reactor physics parameters of interest. A comparison in
neutronic parameters between the three codes has been carried out with a 2D fuel assembly
model using a 13×13 arrangement. This study examines two types of candidate fuels:
homogeneously mixed all-UO2 fuel and micro-heterogeneous ThO2-UO2 duplex fuel while
employing 15% and 18% of initial uranium enrichment, respectively. The term “duplex” will
be used throughout this paper for the “micro-heterogeneous ThO2-UO2 duplex fuel”.

The main motivations behind this numerical benchmarking study are:

1. Until now all the SMR benchmarking studies have performed only for the uranium-
based fuel with the soluble-boron system. In addition, duplex fuel has not been
assessed in SBF and SMR environments. Therefore, it is important to observe whether
deterministic WIMS code can be reliably used for both these candidate fuels in SBF
and SMR environments.

2. Since the use of deterministic code WIMS can significantly reduce the computational
time than that of the MC Serpent and hybrid MC MONK codes, this paper aims to
observe whether deterministic transport code WIMS can provide accuracy in evaluating
reactivity while comparing Serpent and MONK.

3. The goal of this study is not to perform detailed neutronic parameters for the lattice
benchmarking. In the interest of brevity, the objective is just to ensure that WIMS
reactivity values are in acceptable/excellent agreement with other candidate codes
to justify the reliable use of WIMS while offering the advantage of less expensive
computation than that of the MC Serpent and hybrid MC MONK codes.

In accordance with the objectives described above, this paper considers the following
evaluation for both the candidate fuels:

• Eigenvalue1 (k∞) criticality calculations are performed using all the three candidate
codes: WIMS, MONK and SERPENT.

• Data library discrepancies are performed for three nuclear data library files: ENDF/B-
VII, JEF2.2 and JEF3.1 for evaluating criticality values using WIMS and MONK. In
order to avoid the redundancy, SERPENT results for the data library discrepancies
are not provided.

1The terms ‘eigenvalue’, ‘reactivity’ and ‘criticality’ are used interchangeably throughout the study and
referred as k∞.
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• 2D assembly pin power distribution at different burnup states in the assembly depletion
are compared using three nuclear data files: ENDF/B-VII, JEF2.2 and JEF3.1 Assembly
pin power was evaluated using WIMS only.

2. Design and calculational methods

2.1. Calculation routes

The study of SMR employs reactor physics codes WIMS, MONK and SERPENT. This
study uses a 13×13 assembly design of a SMR core, as shown in Fig. 1. This SMR core has
an average power density of 63 MW/m3 and average linear rating of 10 kW/m (Alam et al.,
2019c).

Fig. 1. 13×13 geometry layout of the 2D subassembly.

The 2D assembly/lattice design analysis for our proposed SMR core relied on WIMS-
10 (Winfrith Improved Multigroup Scheme) lattice physics code. WIMS-10 generates an
assembly-specific cross-section library and use this order to compute a numerical solution
for the neutron transport equation. The calculations are performed for a simplified two-
dimensional geometry with reflective boundary conditions, ie. an infinite array of infinitely
tall assemblies. The output specifies the neutron flux, the cross-sections of various isotopes,
and the pin-by-pin power peaking factors. The calculational route used in the subassembly
study is handled through a sequence of separate modules, that were executed over a lifetime
of discrete burnup intervals. WIMS completes a 172-group solution to the neutron transport
equation in a smeared geometry for each burnup step. Using a few-group calculation ( smaller
number of energy groups) in a precise geometry, it then refines this solution. The WIMS
calculation route is as follows (Zainuddin, 2015, Alam, 2018, Newton, 2009b):

1. HEAD generates an interface containing microscopic cross-sections for all nuclides in
the problem, at the required temperatures and performs an equivalence treatment of
resonance shielding section.

2. PRES/CACTUS/RES: PRES sets up a new interface containing subgroup cross-sections
that have been obtained by fitting to the library resonance integrals. CACTUS performs
the subgroup flux solution by the method of characteristics (MoC). Subgroup fluxes
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are evaluated by RES module, where fluxes are a set of weights for each WIMS library
resonance group, and an appropriately-weighted broad group resonance cross-section.

3. PERSEUS/PIP: PERSEUS module solves collision probability equations for the speci-
fied problem. PIP generates a flux solution and calculates an estimated k∞ and fluxes
from the PERSEUS collision probabilities for each of the problem regions and hence
for each material in the problem.

4. COND generates cross sections in 6 groups. Uses an “energy” vector to define conden-
sation in 6 groups.

5. DIFF creates n-number of differential materials on cycle 1.

6. CACTUS solves the multigroup neutron transport equations via the method of char-
acteristics. Identical to that used in the subgroup treatment. Now it is calculating
6-group fluxes and k∞ for the symmetric quarter problem.

7. CRITIC/SMEAR: CRITIC reads a nominal radial buckling and a radial perturbation,
and searches for the radial buckling that gives k-effective of 1.0. i.e. adjust fluxes for
critical leakage. SMEAR uses the critical spectrum output by CRITIC to generate a
new interface with the data, smeared into a single material.

8. LED prepares data for the whole-core code.

9. BURNUP performs a material burnup calculation by integrating the depletion equations
within the material regions of a lattice cell, with or without burnable poison. If with
BP, then poison flux shape will be recalculated so that the reaction rates through
the pin can be readjusted, i.e. it repeatedly adjusts the flux depression in the poison
pin as the poison burns out. Also uses the differential option in BURNUP to point
to differential versions of fuel material in the alpha and BP treatments. The output
interface contains depleted number densities, which are read by HEAD at the start of
the next cycle.

The MONK (Newton, 2009a) is used in this paper to perform a Monte Carlo solution
within a WIMS calculation route. MONK uses the multigroup cross-section prepared by
WIMS-10. This study uses a module named MONK for considering resonance treatment
by NOVICE method. By using the NOVICE method, similar to WIMS calculation, HEAD
prepares an interface for MONK module. WIMS then can continue its requested calculations
as soon as MONK module is completed.

MC code Serpent is also used for lattice benchmarking, which is a continuous energy
code. The neutron transport routine in Serpent combines both the Woodcock delta-tracking
method (Leppänen, 2010) and surface-to-surface ray-tracing (Leppänen and Pusa, 2009).
The Woodcock method is well-suited for the LWR-based lattice physics applications as it
is an efficient alternative to surface tracking (Leppänen, 2010). Hence, Serpent is chosen
for this work not only because of its flexibility but also for the efficiency that it offers by
combining two different tracking methods. Chebyshev Rational Approximation Method
(Leppänen et al., 2014) is employed in Serpent depletion calculations (Fratoni and Terrani,
2017).
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2.2. Fissile loading design

This study focuses on homogeneously mixed UO2 fuel and duplex fuel in a 13×13 assembly,
as shown in Fig. 1. The micro-heterogeneous configuration of the duplex fuel (Fig. 2) is
described in detail in our previous studies (Alam et al., 2019a, 2018c,d).

Fig. 2. Micro-heterogeneous duplex fuel with ThO2-UO2 configuration.

From the perspective of the fuel irradiation tolerance, 100 GWd/tonne is assumed as
the limit of highest discharge burnup considering 7.5% neutron leakage in WIMS model.
We have considered higher leakage in our SMR core design than the standard PWR (∼4%
neutron leakage) since our proposed core is smaller in size and consequently is more prone to
leakage. The rationality of considering 7.5% leakage is discussed in detail in our previous
papers (Alam et al., 2019c, Alam, 2018, Alam et al., 2019b).

The assembly burnup curves shown in Figs. 3a and 3b are used to estimate the discharge
burnup using a sensitivity analysis. We can observe that the desired discharge burnup of ∼95
GWd/tonne is attained at the k∞ of 1.075 if 15% and 18% of initial uranium enrichment is
used.

Therefore, our SMR subassembly design uses 15% and 18% 235U enriched for the candidate
fuels: UO2 and duplex in a 13×13 assembly. Table 1 shows the design parameters for the 2D
lattice of the proposed SBF, SMR core (Alam et al., 2018a,b,c,d, 2016a,b).

3. Criticality benchmark calculations

The eigenvalue (k∞) at different burnup states in the assembly depletion with their
reference2 235U contents are compared using several nuclear data files: JEF-2.2, JEF-3.1
and ENDF/B-VII. Fig. 4 shows k∞ versus burnup for candidate fuels: all-UO2 and duplex
fuels in a 13×13 arrangement calculated with WIMS, MONK and Serpent codes using the
data libraries. It is important noting that “U” and “D” are short-hand labels for all-UO2

and duplex fuels, respectively in the figures. In addition, “g” is the short-hand label for the
number of energy groups.

2235U content: 15% and 18% for for UO2 duplex fuels, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Parametric enrichment calculations for candidate fuels for determining fissile loading: (a) UO2; (b)
Duplex.
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Design Parameters Values
Thermal power (MWth) 333
Thermal efficiency (%) 30
Desired electrical power (MWe) 100
Availability 1.00
Maximum discharge burnup (GWd/tonne) 100
Minimum core lifetime (years) 15
Assembly array 13×13
Control rods per assembly 16
Centre-to-centre pitch (cm) 1.265
Pellet thickness (mm) 8.19
Cladding + gap thickness (mm) 0.66
Total rod diameter (mm) 9.5
Fuel height (cm) 179
Core diameter (cm) 197
Pitch/diameter (P/D) ratio 1.33
Side length of an assembly (m) 0.1645
Area of an Assembly (cm2) 300
H/HM ratio 3.99
Soluble boron concentration (ppm) 0

Table 1. Design parameters of proposed SMR core.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. k∞ over burnup for UO2 and duplex fuels calculated with WIMS, MONK and Serpent (“U”, “D”
and “g” are the short-hand labels for UO2 and duplex and number of energy groups, respectively): (a)
JEF-2.2 libraries; (b) JEFF-3.1 libraries; (c) ENDF/B-VII libraries.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Reactivity comparison (pcm) between the candidate codes using JEF-2.2 libraries using candidate
fuels ( “g” is the short-hand label for the number of energy groups): (a) all-UO2; (b) Duplex.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Reactivity comparison (pcm) between the candidate codes using JEFF-3.1 libraries using candidate
fuels ( “g” is the short-hand label for the number of energy groups): (a) all-UO2; (b) Duplex.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Reactivity comparison (pcm) between the candidate codes using ENDF/B-VII libraries using
candidate fuels ( “g” is the short-hand label for the number of energy groups): (a) all-UO2; (b) Duplex.
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3.1. WIMS & MONK

The variations of k∞ over burnup calculated with WIMS and MONK are shown in Figs. 5,
6 and 7. The findings for the candidate fuels are:

• WIMS demonstrates a very good agreement with MONK with a maximum difference
of ∼150–200 pcm, ∼100–150 pcm and ∼120–170 pcm using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and
ENDF/B-VII libraries, respectively with the 172 energy group.

• The condensed 6 energy group method introduces some additional errors between the
codes. This results in the maximum differences of ∼200–250 pcm are observed using
these three data libraries.

3.2. WIMS & Serpent

The variations of k∞ over burnup calculated with WIMS and Serpent are shown in Figs. 5,
6 and 7. It has been observed that:

• Slightly higher maximum differences are observed when comparing the results obtained
from the WIMS and Serpent. The maximum differences of ∼300–400 pcm, ∼200–300
pcm and ∼250–300 pcm are observed using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and ENDF/B-VII libraries,
respectively with the 172 energy group.

• Data libraries with the condensed energy group do not introduce additional errors
between these deterministic and MC codes, unlike ENDF/B-VII libraries. As a result,
the maximum differences observed are ∼200–350 pcm (errors are reduced with respect
to 172 energy group), ∼ 200–300 pcm (similar to 172 energy group) and ∼350–400
pcm (errors are increased with respect to 172 energy group) using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and
ENDF/B-VII libraries, respectively.

3.3. MONK & Serpent

The variations of k∞ over burnup calculated with MONK and Serpent are shown in
Figs. 5, 6 and 7. The findings for the candidate fuels are:

• Due to the computational nature of the codes, it is expected that these codes will show
similar differences to those observed between WIMS and Serpent, and this is reflected
in the results.

• The maximum differences of ∼300–450 pcm, ∼250–350 pcm and ∼250–400 pcm are
observed using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and ENDF/B-VII libraries respectively, with the 172
energy group.

• Data libraries with the condensed energy group do not introduce additional errors
between these deterministic and MC codes, unlike ENDF/B- VII libraries. As a result,
the maximum differences observed were ∼250–280 pcm (errors are reduced with respect
to 172 energy group), ∼ 200–250 pcm (errors are reduced with respect to 172-energy
group) and ∼350–400 pcm (errors are increased with respect to 172-energy group)
using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and ENDF/B-VII libraries, respectively.
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3.4. Effect of energy group condensation in WIMS and MONK

We have also observed whether WIMS and MONK incur any additional errors by
condensing the energy groups from 172 to 6 energy group for the candidate data libraries.
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 again show that

• WIMS exhibits the maximum differences of ∼169–176 pcm; ∼171–200 pcm; and
∼171–216 pcm using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and ENDF/B-VII libraries, respectively.

• MONK shows greater (in magnitude) maximum errors compared to that of WIMS as a
result of condensing the energy groups. MONK exhibits the maximum differences of
∼18–225 pcm; ∼187–211 pcm and ∼211–223 pcm using JEF2.2, JEF3.1 and ENDF/B-
VII libraries, respectively.

• The duplex fuel shows reduced error compared to the UO2 fuel for MONK and WIMS
codes for all the data libraries while using condensed energy group.

3.5. Key findings on verification using WIMS, MONK & Serpent

• It has been observed from the reactivity (k∞) calculations that, fuel candidates exhibit
an excellent agreement between WIMS and MONK for the candidate data libraries:
JEFF-3.1, JEF-2.2, and ENDF/B-VII.

• Higher differences are observed in k∞ over burnup while comparing the results between
Serpent and ANSWERS codes (WIMS and MONK).

• Most importantly, average differences (over burnup) in k∞ values between the codes
are ∼100 pcm, whereas individual burnup steps show the maximum differences.

• ANSWERS codes (WIMS and MONK) use COND module for the energy group
condensation from 172 to 6 groups. Due to the energy group condensation in the
ANSWER codes for both the candidate fuel lattices, an additional difference of ∼80–100
pcm is observed.

• The main reasons behind the discrepancies in k∞ (over burnup) between the codes are
due to the nature of the codes. Serpent is a monte Carlo code (combining both Woodcock
delta-tracking and surface-to-surface ray-tracing methods) which uses continuous energy
group (no energy condensation is used). On the contrary, WIMS is a deterministic
code (MoC) and the energy spectrum is restricted to 172 fine energy groups. In
addition, hybrid monte Carlo code MONK uses multigroup cross-section prepared by
deterministic WIMS.

• Due to the statistical nature of MC Serpent and hybrid MC MONK codes, the statistical
errors are reported to be 10 pcm for these codes.

In light of these considerations, it can be established that eigenvalue/reactivity discrepan-
cies between the codes are within the acceptable range.
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4. Data library discrepancies

The data libraries that are available to use in our local repository are JEFF-3.1, JEF-2.2
and ENDF/B-VII. The same cases (as shown in section 3) are performed in WIMS and
MONK for 172 group calculation with these three candidate data libraries to investigate
and understand the discrepancies in the data library. In order to avoid the redundancy,
SERPENT results for the data library discrepancies are not provided since SERPENT already
shows an excellent agreement in reactivity values with WIMS and MONK. The differences in
eigenvalues between the data libraries are evaluated with respect to JEF-2.2. This section
focuses on observing the following:

• WIMS and MONK are used to observe the differences in eigenvalues (k∞) for the
candidate data libraries;

• WIMS is used to observe the differences (%) in average assembly pin powers with
respect to JEF-2.2.

4.1. Eigenvalue (k∞)

4.1.1. JEF-2.2 vs. JEFF-3.1

The difference in eigenvalue (k∞) between JEF-2.2 vs. JEFF-3.1 can be seen in Figs. 8
and 9 for WIMS and MONK, respectively:

• For the duplex fuel, the average difference between JEF-2.2 and JEFF-3.1 is ∼600 pcm
throughout the burnup in WIMS and MONK, although the maximum and minimum
differences are ∼700 pcm and ∼500 pcm, respectively.

• For the UO2 fuel, the average differences between JEF-2.2 and JEFF-3.1 are ∼380 pcm
and ∼600 pcm in WIMS and MONK, respectively. The UO2 fuel exhibits a maximum
difference of ∼650 pcm and ∼800 pcm with WIMS and MONK, respectively.

• JEFF-3.1 consistently predicted slightly lower reactivity values than the JEF-2.2 in
WIMS and MONK calculations.

4.1.2. JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VII

The difference in eigenvalue (k∞) between JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VII can be seen in
Figs. 8 and 9 for WIMS and MONK, respectively:

• For the duplex fuel, the average difference between JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VII is ∼350
pcm throughout the burnup in WIMS and MONK, although maximum and minimum
differences are ∼550 pcm and ∼300 pcm, respectively.

• For the UO2 fuel, the average differences between JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VII are ∼340
pcm and ∼550 pcm in WIMS and MONK, respectively.

• JEF-2.2 consistently predicted slightly higher reactivity values than that of the ENDF/B-
VII in both the WIMS and MONK codes.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Core depletion calculations with WIMS for three different data libraries (left) and the difference in
reactivity with respect to JEF-2.2 (right) using candidate fuels: (a) UO2; (b) Duplex.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Core depletion calculations with MONK for three different data libraries (left) and the difference in
reactivity with respect to JEF-2.2 (right) using candidate fuels: (a) UO2; (b) Duplex.
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4.2. Assembly pin power

Since the results between the codes exhibit an excellent agreement in terms of criticality
benchmark calculations (as shown in Sect.3) and data library discrepancies (as shown in Sect.4)
for the candidate fuels, only WIMS is considered for assembly pin power calculations in order
to observe the data library discrepancies while using JEF-2.2, JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VII
libraries.

Fig. 10. Pin power distribution of one octant assembly for UO2 fuel at 0 GWD/T using WIMS.

Assembly pin power calculations are performed with WIMS 172 energy group with the
three candidate data libraries to investigate the data library discrepancies at BOL and EOL.
It is observed in Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13 that the relative differences in the assembly pin
powers between the JEF-2.2 and average pin powers of the data libraries are almost always
within ∼1%.
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Fig. 11. Pin power distribution of one octant assembly for UO2 fuel at 100 GWD/T using WIMS.
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Fig. 12. Pin power distribution of one octant assembly for duplex fuel at 0 GWD/T using WIMS.
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Fig. 13. Pin power distribution of one octant assembly for duplex fuel at 100 GWD/T using WIMS.
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5. Conclusions

This study performed numerical benchmark calculations for a SBF and long-life SMR
lattice in a 13×13 arrangement. Three computationally different types of reactor physics
codes: deterministic transport code WIMS, Monte Carlo code Serpent and hybrid Monte
Carlo code MONK are used in this study to perform criticality benchmarking calculations.

In addition, data library discrepancies are performed for three candidate nuclear data
files from the local repository: ENDF/B-VII, JEF2.2 and JEF3.1 for evaluating criticality
values (using WIMS and MONK) and assembly pin power was evaluated (using WIMS only).
The key findings of this study are as follows:

• It has been observed from the reactivity calculations that fuel candidates exhibit
an excellent agreement between WIMS and MONK for the candidate data libraries:
JEF-2.2, JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VII. Average differences (over burnup) in eigenvalues
between the codes are ∼100 pcm, whereas individual burnup steps show the maximum
differences.

• Somewhat higher differences are observed in eigenvalues over burnup while comparing
the results between Serpent and ANSWERS codes (WIMS and MONK).

• In comparison to JEF-2.2, both WIMS and MONK exhibit overall higher discrepancies
with JEFF-3.1 than ENDF/B-VII. This arises due to the fact that JEF-2.2 and JEFF-
3.1 consistently exhibit the maximum and minimum k∞ values, respectively among the
data libraries.

• MONK introduces higher discrepancies in k∞ values between the data libraries than
WIMS for the candidate fuels. This might be due to the statistical nature, as this
introduces additional error due to the statistical uncertainties.

• ENDF/B-VII consistently exhibits lower discrepancies in k∞ values between data
libraries at BOL, which gradually increases with burnup. In addition, JEFF-2.2 library
tends to slightly underestimate the k∞ in comparison to ENDF/B-VII, but still agrees
relatively well with an acceptable difference.

• In regard to the assembly pin power comparison, candidate data libraries agree with
very small differences (within ∼1%).

However, it is understood that caution needs to be taken when using the results at
higher burnup as the reactivity difference gradually increases with burnup. These increased
discrepancies between data libraries during burnup are expected as they may be a result the
data library discrepancies.

Finally, it can be concluded from this study that a good agreement in the results between
the codes provides enhanced confidence that the deterministic reactor physics code WIMS
can be reliably used in modeling SMR and SBF core systems with micro-heterogeneous
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ThO2-UO2 duplex fuel, offering the advantage of less expensive computation than that of the
two other candidate codes: Monte Carlo code Serpent and hybrid Monte Carlo code MONK.

Future work will report the uncertainty analysis of the proposed SMR core. Since no
experimental data is available for proposed new reactor designs, uncertainty quantification
will be used as a validation tool. For uncertainty analysis, several sources of uncertainties
(i.e. nuclear data and system parameters) will be considered to provide critically observables
in terms of error bounds. Uncertainty propagation will provide more crucial information
about codes benchmarking and their validity. These analyses will be reported in future work.
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